Fiction Titles April 2024

Beloved by J. R. Ward
Book That Broke the World by Mark Lawrence
Cemetery of Untold Stories by Julia Alvarez
Choice by Neel Mukherjee
Every Time I Go on Vacation, Someone Dies by Catherine Mack
Feline Fatale by Rita Mae Brown
Game of Lies by Clare Mackintosh
Happy Medium by Sarah Adler
Indian Burial Ground by Nick Medina
Just for the Summer by Abby Jimenez
Killing on the Hill by Robert Dugoni
Lucky by Jane Smiley
Mania by Lionel Shriver
Murder in Rose Hill by Victoria Thompson
Nosy Neighbors by Freya Sampson
Paris Novel by Ruth Reichl
Pay Dirt by Sara Paretsky
Reaper Follows by Heather Graham
Rule Book by Sarah Adams
Sharp’s Command by Bernard Cornwell
Summer We Started Over by Nancy Thayer
Twilight Garden by Sara Nisha Adams

April 2024 Blockbuster Fiction

Calamity of Souls by David Baldacci
City in Ruins by Don Winslow
Close to Death by Anthony Horowitz
Darling Girls by Sally Hepworth
Daughter of Mine by Megan Miranda
Extinction by Douglas Preston
Familiar by Leigh Bardugo
Funny Story by Emily Henry
It Had to Be You by Mary Higgins Clark
Lost Birds by Anne Hillerman
Miss Morgan’s Book Brigade by Janet Skeslien Charles
Murder Inn by James Patterson
Museum of Lost Quilts by Jennifer Chiaverini
One by One by Freida McFadden
Only the Brave by Danielle Steel
She’s Not Sorry by Mary Kubica
Table for Two by Amor Towles
Toxic Prey by John Sandford
Unfinished Murder by Jude Deveraux
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BOOK NEWS FROM THE LIBRARY

MAY 2024 SNEAK PEEKS

24th Hour by James Patterson
Camino Ghosts by John Grisham
Clive Cussler the Heist by Jack Du Brul
Death Behind Every Door by Heather Graham
Guncle Abroad by Steven Rowley
Instruments of Darkness by John Connolly
Last Murder at the End of the World by Stuart Turton
Lies and Wedding by Kevin Kwan
Long Island by Colm Toibin
Mind Games by Nora Roberts
One Perfect Couple by Ruth Ware
Paradise Problem by Christina Lauren
Shadow of War by Jeff Shaara
Southern Man by Greg Iles
Think Twice by Harlan Coben
Tom Clancy Act of Defiance by Brian Andrews
Very Bad Company by Emma Rosenblum
You Like it Darker by Stephen King

DISCOVER DEBUT NOVELISTS APRIL 2024

888 Love and the Divine Burden of Numbers by Abraham Chang
All We Were Promised by Ashton Lattimore
Begin Again by Helly Acton
Death in the Details by Katie Tietjen
Fellowship of Puzzlemakers by Samuel Burr
Funeral Cryer by Wenyan Lu
How to End a Love Story by Yulin Kuang
Husbands by Holly Gramazio
Kiss Countdown by Etta Easton
Letter to the Luminous Deep by Sylvie Cathrall
Short Walk Through a Wide World by Douglas Westerbeke
Sweetness in the Skin by Ishi Robinson
Welcome Home, Caroline Kline by Courtney Preiss
When I Think of You by Myah Ariel
While We Were Burning by Sara Koffi
You Know What You Did by K. T. Nguyen
Your Presence Is Mandatory by Sasha Vasilyuk
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